The Erich-Brost-Institute for International Journalism
in Europe is located on the upper floors of the ErichBrost-Haus
and has complemented and extended the cooperation with the specific journalistic study program of
Dortmund university by establishing practical learning components for a Europeanwide training. As a
scientific centre for International Journalism, the
Erich-Brost-Institute has expanded its field of activity with the Centre for Advanced Study. Nowadays,
research in International Journalism is done in both,
special network projects and in specific areas of competence in the information economy. Projects dealing
with the support of young scientists and advanced
education programs are in progress.

The main design of the Erich-Brost-Haus
is geared towards the demand of multinational study
groups. A variety of diverse communication areas,
flexible room use with mobile technical equipment
facilities are provided to a great extent. Thus, international study groups working in global networks find
here an adequate location for their work and cooperation. On top, the centre also offers three fully equipped apartments (32-62 m²) for guest researchers.
The inner courtyard with an own outside stage can
be used for diverse cultural events. A vestibule is
suitable for receptions and small exhibitions.

In the building
there are more than two dozen offices, project and
Courserooms. In the large conference hall (max 100 places)
with interproiling gallery, extendable stage,
Satellite TV and large hall projector can be shown for multimedia conferences and events optional presentations
with computers via the Internet or even film sequences in
the VCR and DVD format.
The hall thus offers a wide variety of design options for
the requirements of project groups.
For various cultural events, the courtyard can be used
with outbuilding. A vestibule is suitable for receptions
and smaller exhibitions.

The two seminar rooms
are for 20 to max. 25
People furnished.
Four other rooms for small
groups from 6 to 10 people
Also offer the possibility here
to multimedia Group works.
Presentations and presentations
can, by arrangement, with a mobile projector
being held. Folia presentations via overhead
Projector are here, as well as in all other rooms
possible. All seminar rooms are with magnet panels and
Accessories equipped and have cable network
Access and internet connection via W-LAN.

The bright coloured
areas
in the sketches can be
hired by calling
Phone: 0231/755- 6957.
The grey parts are
work spaces for employees of the ErichBrost-Institute only and therefore are not available for
the public.

The Erich-Brost-Haus
is property of the University of Dortmund since
a donation in 2005.
The building is divided in five main parts which
surround an inner courtyard:
- a conference area on the first floor
- teaching areas for seminars and editorial work area
facilities
- an executive board area
- fully equipped rooms for research project groups
- a technically equipped area for PhD students
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Kontakt

Erich-Brost-Institute
Otto-Hahn-Straße 2
44227 Dortmund
Phone: 0231-755 6971
Fax: 0231-755 6955
E-Mail: info@brost.org
Internet: www.brost.org
Technical Support &
Event Management:
Phone: 0231-755 6957

How to find us:
By car:
Via autobahn A40/B1 take the exit
„Dortmund- Dorstfeld”. Then follow the signs that
lead to the university.
During assigned events you can use the parking lot
no. 24, access is from street „Vogelpothsweg”.
Parking lot no. 25a is reserved for authorized staff
members only.
By train:
Take the S-Bahn S1 (German trolley) that leaves every
20 minutes from Dortmund central station to
Düsseldorf. Exit at stop „Dortmund- Universität”.
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